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Abstract.
Consider G a semisimple Lie group and I" Ç G a discrete
subgroup such that vol(G/r) < oo. An important problem for number
theory and representation theory is to find the decomposition of L?(G/T)
into irreducible representations. Some progress in this direction has been
made by J. Arthur and G. Warner by using the Selberg trace formula, which
expresses the trace of a subrepresentation of L\G/T) in terms of certain
invariant distributions. In particular, measures supported on orbits of
unipotent elements of G occur. In order to obtain information about
representations it is necessary to expand these distributions into Fourier
components using characters of irreducible unitary representations of G.
This problem is solved in this paper for real rank G = 1. In particular, a
relationship between the semisimple orbits and the nilpotent ones is made
explicit generalizing an earlier result of R. Rao.

1. Introduction. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite
center and Lie algebra g. Let q be any element of G and 0{q) be the orbit of
q under the adjoint action of G. Then 0(q) carries a G-invariant measure
which we denote by Tq. From the results in [lib] it follows that Tq has the
important property that it defines a tempered distribution on G and is also a
measure on G. Then it makes sense to try to obtain Fourier inversion
formulas in the sense of Harish-Chandra for the distributions Tq. The
problem considered in this paper is to find such explicit formulas. This means
to express the distribution Tq in terms of a series of tempered invariant
eigendistributions of G. These series include the characters of the discrete
series representations (if G has a compact Cartan subgroup), characters of the
unitary principal series and certain eigendistributions that can be interpreted
as alternating sums of characters [7].
Such formulas have been obtained in [12] for q semisimple and G of real
rank 1. For q regular and G of rank higher than 1, formulas are obtained in

[6].
In this paper we derive an inversion formula for q unipotent in case G has
real rank one. These distributions occur in the Selberg trace formula derived
in [10]. The inversion formulas derived here are useful in obtaining
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information about the multiplicities of irreducible representations occurring
in Lq(T\ G), where T is a discrete subgroup of G with vol(T\ G) < oo.
The method used for obtaining the formulas is an extension of some
unpublished results of R. Rao [11a]. Let m be a unipotent element, u = exp X

and {X, H, Y] be a Lie triple. Then let 11= X + ZY where ZY = Cent, Y.
In [11a] it is shown that U is a transverse to the adjoint action of G on the Lie
algebra g. Since both X and X — Y are elements of 11 and U l>0O(t(X —
Y)) contains the orbit of X in its closure, the formula in Theorem 6.7 can be
proved for a general class of nilpotents (such that ad H has even eigenvalues
only) by lifting the integrals to the transverse 11.The main difficulties in using
this method for an arbitrary nilpotent are the fact that ltG is not equal to the
entire Lie algebra g, the fact that there may be several conjugacy classes of
nilpotents conjugate under Gc but not under the real group G and finally
convergence problems on 11.
In order to avoid these difficulties we take a slightly different approach. In
§§4 and 5 we construct transverses to the orbits of X and Z = X — Y by
using a decomposition theorem of Mostow [9] and lift the invariant measures
Tx and Tz to the corresponding transverses. Then it becomes apparent that
we only need to consider the case su(2, 1). In §6 the relation between Tz and
Tx is calculated. The central result is Theorem 6.7. In §7 the Fourier
inversion formula for Tu is derived by differentiation from the formulas in
[12], while in §8 the constants relevant to the results in [10] are computed
explicitly. These results as well as the inversion for an arbitrary q are proved
in a different way in [2].
I am indebted to Professor R. Rao for many helpful suggestions.

2. Notation and preliminary results. Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra
with complexification gc. Let a be the Lie conjugation of gc defined by g. Fix
once and for all a Cartan decomposition g = Î + p of g. Then I + V— 1 p is
a compact real form of gc. Denote by t the conjugation defined by this real
form. Then r and a commute and tct is a Cartan involution of g giving rise to
the Cartan decomposition g■= f + p. Choose a subspace a and n such that a
is maximal abelian in p and g = f + o + n is the Iwasawa decomposition of

8Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and Lie
algebra g. If Gc is the connected simply connected group corresponding to gc,
we assume that G is the real subgroup of Gc corresponding to g. We also
denote by K the subgroup corresponding to Ï, by A the subgroup corresponding to û and by TVthe subgroup corresponding to n.
Let i Ç g be an Iwasawa Cartan subalgebra which is T-invariant and has
the property that j n f = a. Then there is a direct sum decomposition
i = aK + a where aK = i n ï. If J is the Cartan subgroup with Lie algebra j,
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then J = A ■AK where A = exp a and AK = J n K.
Denote by A(gc, jc) the root system of gc corresponding to ic. We will drop
the parentheses and write A whenever there is no danger of confusion. It is

well known that if ß G A then aß G A where aß is defined by
(aß)(H) = ß{oH) (the bar denotes complex conjugation) for any H G jc.
We also denote by A(g, a) the restricted root system and introduce compatible orderings on A(gc, \c) and A(g, a) such that if ß > 0 then aß > 0 as
well, provided ß + aß ¥= 0. A root such that ß + aß = 0 is called imaginary
and is characterized by the fact that ß \a = 0. We denote the set of imaginary
roots by Aq. A root a is called real if a = aa. It is characterized by the
property

that a\a¡c = 0.

Let B be the Cartan-Killing form of gc and Br{X, Y) = B(X, tY) be the
associated negative definite form. The restriction of B to \c will be denoted by
( , ). Since B is nondegenerate we can define a form on the dual of \c which

will be denoted by (, ) as well. For j8 £A define Hß and H'ß by the relations
(H, Hß) = ß (H) for any H, and H'ß = (2/(ß, ß))Hß.
Let Eß be the root vector associated to the root ß. Then aEß = ßßEaß where
\pp\ = 1. We use the Weyl normalization for these vectors so that rEß =
— E_p. Then the vectors Eß, E_ß and H'ß satisfy the relations

[Hß,Eß] = 2Eß, [Hß,E_ß] = -2E_ß,

[Eß,E_ß] = - H'ß.

The following well-known facts are going to be used later.
Lemma 2.1. Let ß, y G A. Then there are integers p, ?£N such that y + sß
is a root if and only if —q<s<p
and s is an integer. In addition

2(/?, Y)/(y, y) = q - P and ß - 2(ß, Y)y/(y, y) is a root.

Proof. See [13, p. 41].
Corollary

2.2. Let a, ß G j*, the dual of\c. Then
\(a,ß)\2<(a,a)(ß,ß).

If a, ß G A then equality holds if and only if a = ± ß.
Proof. The first statement is the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. The second
is a consequence of the fact that the only multiples of ß that are roots are
±ß.
Lemma 2.3. If ß is a root then ß — aß is not a root.

Proof. See [1, p. 6].
Lemma 2.4. Let ß and y be positive roots such that ß ¥= y and ß =¿=ay. If ß\a
and y|„ are multiples of each other then either ß — y or ß — ay is a root.
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Proof. We have the relation
(ß,y)

+ (ß,ay)

= (ß,y

+ ay) = (ß, 2y|a) = 2(ß\a, y\a) > 0,

so either ( ß, y) > 0 or ( ß, ay) > 0, say (ß,y)>
0. Then Lemma 2.1 implies
that ß — y must be a root and the proof is complete.
Next, we consider the conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras of g for the
case when rank(G/Ä") = 1. It is well known that any Cartan subalgebra can
be conjugated to a r-invariant one. Let b, be such a subalgebra and I) = i)k +
hp be its Cartan decomposition. Since rank(G/A") = 1 it follows that dim fyp
< 1. The Cartan subalgebras such that dim b = 1 are all conjugate to the
Iwasawa Cartan subalgebra j. The Cartan subalgebras such that dim b = 0
are all conjugate. They are called fundamental or also compact Cartan
subalgebras. The following result is well known. We include a proof for
completeness.
Proposition 2.5. Let g be a real semisimple algebra such that ra.nk(G/K) =
1. Then we have the following two cases.
(1) If rank g > rank f then the fundamental and the Iwasawa Cartan subalgebra are the same. There is only one conjugacy class of Cartan subalgebras.
(2) //rank g = rank f then there is a real root a G à(gc,jc). A representative
for the fundamental Cartan subalgebra is b = aK + R(Ea — E_a).
gebras i and b are not conjugate by G but the element v = exp^V
E_a)/4]

conjugates

The subal—1 (Ea +

\c into bc.

Proof. The first statement is straightforward. Assume rank g = rank f. Let
b Ç ï be a Cartan subalgebra. Since not all roots of A(gc, bc) are compact,
there is a singular imaginary root ä. Select Z G b such that the only roots
vanishing at Z are ±a. Let cz be the center of Centfl Z and lz be the derived
algebra. Then lz is isomorphic to sl(2, R) and we can select a basis X*, H*,

Y* such that tX* = - Y* and [X*, Y*\ = H*, [H*, X*] = 2X*, [H*, Y*] =
-2 7*. Then b = cz + R(X* - Y*). Define f) = RH* + cz. Then i) is an
Iwasawa Cartan subalgebra and if ju = exp[V— 1 w(X* + Y*)/4] then t)£ =
bc. Furthermore aM = ä ° ju is a real root of A(gc, bc) since ju leaves cz
invariant and à vanishes on cz. The Cartan subalgebra b, is conjugate to i by
some element in G.
Conversely, let a G A(gc, ic) be a real root and E±a be the corresponding
root vectors. Since |p„| = 1 we can choose /„ G R such that exp[2V— 1 ta] =
pa. Let ha = exp[V1 taH^\. Then r(ha) = ha. If we replace the root vectors
Eß by Ad ha(Eß) the Weyl normalization is preserved. In addition
a(AdhaEa)

= a(exp(v^T

= exp(V^T

ta)Ea) = exp(-V^T

ta)Ea = Ad haEa.

ta)paEa
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Similarly a(Ad haE_a) = Ad haE_a so E±a G g. Then
b = R(Ea-E_a)

+ aK

is a compact Cartan subalgebra. Finally the fact that Ad v maps bc into ic
follows from an elementary calculation in sl(2, Q. This completes the proof.
From here on a will always denote a positive real root. Fix a positive
restricted root A G A(g, o) such that the only multiples of A that are also roots

are ±A and possibly ± ¿A. Let
A0={/?GA(gc,ic):/3|a

= 0},

P, = {/3GA(gc,ic):/3|a

= iX},

¿>2={/?GA(gc,ic):/?|a

= A},

ty = [y G Aq-.a ± y are not roots}.
Lemma 2.6. If Px ¥=0 then there is a real root a G A(gc, jc) such that
a\a = X. Also H{ = H'a and ad H{ has eigenvalues 0, ± 1 and ±2.

Proof. Let ß G P2 and denote by a the functional on j which equals X on
a and 0 on aK. We have to show that a G A. Assume not. Then for any
q, G Pu the sum a, + aax & A. Since ax — aax & A by Lemma 2.3, it follows
that (o„ oax) = 0. Since a, + aax = a we also get 2(a„ aj

= (a, a). On the

other hand

2(1. «i)

2(j8, qq,) = 2(j8,a) = 2(q, a)

(o„a,)

(oa„oa,)

(a„ «,)

|(a,o)

At least one of the summands must be larger than 2, say 2(ß, a^)/{ax, a,) >
2. Since /? and aj cannot be multiples of each other, Lemma 2.1 implies that
ß — a, is a root. Corollary 2.2 implies that

2(1, «,)
(a,,«,)

2(/?,q.)
'

(/?,/?)

<

and since both numbers are integers, 2(/3, q,)/(q„ q,) < 4. Together with (1)
this implies (ß, aax) > 0 so ß — aax is also a root. Both ß - q, and ß - aax
restrict to j X and they cannot be multiples of each other. Thus we can apply
Lemma 2.4 to conclude that either ß — q, — (/? — aa{) = aax — q, or ß —
q, — (aß — q,) = ß — aß is a root. This contradicts the statement of Lemma
2.3. Thus q G A. Since a\ax = 0 it follows that H'a = #¿ and /?(#;) = 2,

q,(//;() = 1. This completes the proof.
Let B be the Cartan subgroup corresponding to b. We normalize the
measures on G, g, /, i, B and b as in [15a, §8.1.2]. Furthermore we normalize
the Haar measures on any compact subgroup so that it has volume one.
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Let b* denote the dual to V-

Í

1 b. Then we define a lattice LB in b* by

2(Ju,0)

LB.= U<= bc*: -^jj-

G Z for any ß G A(gc, bc)

Then the element p = | So>0 ß is in this lattice. For any ju G LB we can
define a character of 5 by the formula

Ç,(exp //) = exp /i(/¥0 all 77 G b.
Let
B' = {A G B: iß (h) * 1 for any 0 G A(gc, bc)}
and

M*) = «-,(*) II (1 - fc(A)) forAG 5'.
/3>0

For any/

G (^"(G) we can define a function <fy?by

*?(A) = AÄ(A)f

/(A*) <&,

A G 5'.

JG/B

This function has the following properties.

(a) 3>/ G S (5'), the Schwartz space of 5',
(b) if W(G, B) denotes the Weyl group of G with respect to B then

®f(wh) = (det w)<S>f(h)
for any w G W(G, B).
The function <P* plays an important role in harmonic analysis on semisimple groups. In particular the following result will be useful later.
Lemma 2.7. Let y be an element of B. Let Py = { ß G A(gc, bc) such that

£0(y) =1 and ß > 0} and Pg/y = {ß > 0: jS Í .Py}. £>e/inea differential
operator uy by wy = EßEP Hß. Then

lim <¡>f(r,
¿L)= *J
y-» y

wAeve £y = úCI-píy)^^

/(y*)«**
G/Gy

(^(y)

— 1) ¿"^ ^. depends only on the measure

dx.

Proof. See [4d, p. 33].
To each element /x G LB there is, according to [4c, p. 281], associated an
invariant central eigendistribution 0^ which is a locally summable function
on G and analytic on the set of regular points. If 0^ is regular i.e. w¡x =£ ju for
any w G W(GC, Bc) then 0^ is the character of a discrete series representation
of G. For the explicit form of 0^ for real rank 1 see [12].
Let W, be the Weyl group corresponding to the imaginary roots of j. Then
Wj can be identified with the Weyl group W(M, AK) where M = Cent^. A
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unitary character x G AK is called regular if h>x¥= x f°r anY w G ^/- To
each pair (x, v) where x G AK is regular and v G ^1 « R there is associated a
principal series character which we denote by 7,(x>,,).
Let # G G be an arbitrary element. According to [3, p. 235], the group
Gq = CentG<?is unimodular so that the homogeneous space G/Gq carries an
invariant measure. In [lib] it was proved that the integral

Tq(f)-(

f{qx)dx
JG/Gq

V

'

is convergent for any / G CC(G). In particular, this implies that Tq is a
tempered invariant distribution on G. We normalize the measures dx* on

G/ Gq and dy on Gq so that

ff(x)dx = f
JG

for any/G

[ f(x*y)dx*dy

JG/GqJGq

CC(G).

3. Conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements. An element A1 G g is called
nilpotent if ad X is a nilpotent transformation of g. A triple {X, H, Y] is
called a Lie triple if the following relations hold:

[H,X]=2X,

[H,Y]=2Y

and

[X,Y] = -H.

Then the real algebra generated by X, H and Y is isomorphic to sl(2, R). The
Jacobson-Morozov theorem [8a] implies that any nilpotent element I in a
complex semisimple Lie algebra qc can be embedded in a Lie triple
{X, H, Y). If in addition leg
then H and Y can be chosen to be in g as

well.
Two Lie triples {X, H, Y) and {Xx, Hx, Yx) are said to be conjugate by G
or real conjugate

if there is x G G such that Xx = Xx, Yx = Yx and Hx =

Hx.
The conjugacy classes of Lie triples and nilpotent elements are characterized in the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Two Lie triples, {X, H,Y) and {Xx, Hx, Yx}, are conjugate if and only if their nilpotent components X and Xx are conjugate. The Lie
triples are conjugate by Gc if and only if H and Hx are conjugate by Gc. The Lie
triples are conjugate by G if and only if Z = X — Y and Zx = Xx— Yx are
conjugate.

Proof. The proof of the first two statements is contained in [8a]. The last
statement was formulated by R. Rao and proved by B. Kostant based on [8b].
Since no proof seems to have appeared in print, we give one for completeness.
Assume that Xx and X are conjugate by G. Then by the previous statement,
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there is x G G such that X¡ = X, Yx = Y and Hx = H. Thus (Xx - Yxf =
X — Y. Conversely, assume that there is x G G such that (Xx — Yx)x = X —

Y. By Theorem 6 in [9] we may assume that the two Lie triples are normalized
so that OX = - Y and 9XX-Yx.
Then X - Y and Xx - Yx are in f and
in addition we may assume that x G K. We then replace the Lie triples Xx,
Hx, Yx by Xx, Hx, Yx and call it Xx, Hx, Yx once again. Thus we assume

Xx - Yx = X - Y. Since X - Y is conjugate by SL(2, Q to V^M H we
replace the Lie triples by the Lie triples

{ \(X + Y + iH), i(X - Y), \(X + Y - iH)}
and
{ \(XX + Yx + iHx), i(Xx - Yx), \{XX + T, - iHx)}.
Let fc and pc be the complexifications of f and p. Furthermore let tc be the
complex linear map defined by Tc|ti = id and tc|^ = — id. We then note that,
due to the assumptions on Gc, the map tc extends to a map on Gc. Let IÇ be
the set of fixed points of tc and KT the image of KTby the adjoint map. If K is

the connected component of K, then by Proposition 1 in [8b] we can write
Kr = F- K where F is the set of elements of order two in exp ad ac. Also, /£,.
is the set of fixed points of tc in the adjoint group of gc. In the terminology of
[8b] the two Lie triples are called normal. Due to the remark following
Proposition 4 in [8b] the two Lie triples are conjugate by some element

x G kT. We note that K = Ad K expV - 1 ad f. Since A" Ç G is connected
we may assume jc = / exp V — 1 ad Z where Z G f. Since (X — Y)x = X —

Y we also have t{(X - Yf) = t(X - Y) so (X - Y)r& = X - Y. But
T(x) = /exP(_

V-

1 ad Z) so x~ V(x) = exp 2V-

1 ad Z also centralizes

X - Y. But then

X - Y = exp 2\TrT ad Z{X - Y) = cosh(2V^J ad Z)(X - Y)
+ sinh(2V^T

ad Z)(X - Y).

Since the first term on the right-hand side is in f and the second in V —1 f it
follows that

sinh(2V^T ad Z)(X - Y) = 0.
But 2V —1 ad Z has real eigenvalues only, so ad Z(X — Y) = 0. This also
implies/- (X - Y) = X — Y so/leaves the entire Lie triple fixed. Thus we

also get exp(V-

Hx = exp(\T^\

1 ad Z)H = Hx. Again

ad Z)H = cosh(V^

ad Z)H + sinh(V^T

ad Z)H

so sinh(V- 1 ad Z)H = 0 since it is contained in V— 1 p (while the other
term is in p). But this implies (ad Z)H = 0 so H = Hx. Therefore the two Lie
triples must coincide and the proof is complete.
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We now determine the conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements in a semisimple Lie algebra of real rank one. Let X be the restriction of the real
positive root a to a or in the absence of a real root let X be the restriction of a
simple positive root of A(gc, ic). Define H{ = 2HX/(X, X) as in §2. Let

a - {Z e g: [Hi, Z] - iZ}.
Theorem 3.2. The real conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements are given by

(1) {X, H{, Y) where I6g2 and {-X, H{, - Y} when dim g2 = 1,
(2) {Xx,2H{, F,} where Xx E gx.
Proof. Let {X, H, Y) be an arbitrary Lie triple. Since X, H and Y
generate a semisimple algebra isomorphic to sl(2, R), ad H must have integral
eigenvalues only. Furthermore Theorem 6 in [9] implies that we can normalize the Lie triple so that tX = — Y and tH = — H. Since H G p we can
conjugate the Lie triple by an element in K so that H = eH' where e > 0. We
note that ad Hx has eigenvalues 0, ±2 and possibly ± 1. On the other hand,
ad H has an eigenvalue equal to + 2 and thus we can only have e = 1 or
e = 2. Furthermore, if e = 2 then ad H{ has to have eigenvalue + 1 so in the
notation of §2 we have Px ¥=0. We thus have two types of Lie triples.
(\){XX,2HX, Yx} where XxeQx,
(2){X,Hi, y}where*Gg2.
Due to Proposition 3.1 the two types are in different conjugacy classes. By
using Theorem 8.11.3 in [14] we conclude that the Lie triples of type (1) are
one conjugacy class and the Lie triples of type (2) are one conjugacy class

when dimg2 > 1. It remains to show that if dimg2 = 1 then {X, H, Y} is
not conjugate to { —X, H, — Y). Suppose that there is x G G such that
Xx = - X, Hx = H and Yx = - Y. Then x G M = Cent^tf. Let m be the
Lie algebra of M. Then [m, X] = 0, for otherwise dimg2 > 1. This implies
that M0, the connected component of M, centralizes X. Let GC(H) be the
centralizer of H in Gc and gc(H) its Lie algebra. Since GC(H) is the
centralizer of a torus, it is connected. Its Lie algebra has Cartan decomposition

gc(H) = (m + V^T RH) + (V^T m + RH).
Thus

GC(H) = MexplV^
R//}exp{V^T m + Ri/}.
Thus M = M0 exp{ V^
RH) n K. Suppose A = exp{ Vr:rT tH} G K for
some t G R. Then o(exp{ V - 1 tH}) = exp{V1 tH} so
expfAA^T tH} = exp{-V^T
tH} or exp{2V^rT tH} = e. Since H as
an element of gc is contained in a subalgebra isomorphic to sl(2, Ç) it follows
that t = kir for some k G Z. But then

Xh = exp{2V^l

t}X = exp{2V^T

k<n)X= X.
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Thus there cannot be such x G M and the proof is complete.
Example. Let g = su(2, 1). Then representatives of all conjugacy classes
are given by

0,
X = 0,
0,

0,
i/2,
-i/2,
y=

0
i/2
-i/2

o,
0,

o,

0,
H{ =

o,

0

i/2,
i/2,

-1/2

o,
o,

0
-1
0

1,

(1)

■i/2

In this case X and - X are not conjugate.

X=

0,
1,
- 1, 0,
L 0,

0,
2//; = 0,
0,
-1
o,
y = -L
o, 0
o, 0

o,
o,

-2,

0
-2
0
(2)

Remark 3.3. In the case when Px j=0 let q, G Px. Then the roots q,, aax
and q generate a subalgebra isomorphic to su(2, 1). Thus we can select
representatives for the conjugacy classes of nilpotents to be as in the example
above. If P, =0 then the representatives can be chosen in sl(2, R) Ç su(2, 1)
to have the same expression as X, H and Y in part (1) of the example.

4. The orbit of the semisimple element Z. With the notation as before let

{X, H, Y} be a Lie triple normalized as before and let Z0 = X — Y. Let Gz
be the centralizer of Z0 in G and gz its Lie algebra. Since Z0 is contained in f,
Gz is connected and has a Cartan decomposition Gz = KZSZ. Let gz = fz +
pz be the corresponding decomposition for the Lie algebra. Let L =

CentG{X, H, Y} and £ be its Lie algebra. If ft - {Z: ad HZ = iZ) then let
gev = 2, eveng, and g0 = S, ^ ft. Then gev is a T-invariant subalgebra and
therefore reductive. Let gev = fev + pev be the Cartan decomposition and p0
be the orthogonal complement of pev in p with respect to the Cartan-Killing

form.
Lemma 4.1. Let (tr, V) be an irreducible finite dimensional representation of

sl(2, C) of highest weight n. Let Vo = Cent Z0 and V¡ = {v. ir(H)v = iv}.
Then Vo = {0} if n is odd and Vo is isomorphic to Vn when n is even.

+ v_„ be an element of Vo. From
Proof. Let v = v„ + t)„_-, +
representation theory of sl(2, C) e.g. [13, Lemma A and Theorem B, p. 28] we

know that dim V¡ » 1 for —n < / < n, i = n (mod 2), and V¡ = {0} other-
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wise. Furthermore,
w(X)V„ = v(Y)V_„
= {0} and w(X), <rr(Y) are
isomorphisms from V¡ to Vi+2 and V¡ to V¡_2 respectively. The equation
vr(Z0)v = 0 decomposes according to eigenspaces of tr(H) in the following
way. Let / be an eigenvalue of tt(H). Then the component of it(Z^)v in V¡
gives the equation
TT{X)vi_2-*{Y)vi+2

= 0.

(*)

Let j be the largest integer so that ü, ^ 0. For Vj+2 we get the equation
ir(X)Vj = 0. Thus/

= n if v =£ 0. Furthermore,

for Vn we also get ir{X)vn_2

= 0 so v„_2 = 0. Equation (*) implies vk=0ïîn-k=£0

(mod 4). Let A:be

the integer such that vn_4k ¥= 0 but vn_4k_4 — 0. Then w(Ar)t)n_4^_4 n(Y)vn_4k = 0 so tr(Y)vn_4k = 0. Thus n — 4k = — n or n = 2k. This

proves the lemma.
Corollary
4.2. The linear subspace RH + [H, fz] is orthogonal to pz. Let
px be the orthogonal complement of RH + [H, fz] + pz in p and W G px,

Wj^O. Then(RW)L = px.

Proof. Let Z, G íz and Z2 G pz. Then BT([H, Zx], ZJ = BT(H, [Z„ Z2]).
Then [Z,, Z2] G gz. Let Z G gz be arbitrary. Then

BT(H, Z) = B([X, y], Z) = B(Y, [X, Z]) = B(Y,[ Y, Z]) = 0
since [Z0, Z] = 0 which is the same as [X, Z] = [Y, Z]. Thus [#, fz] is
orthogonal to pz and also H is orthogonal to gz. Thus the first statement in
the corollary is proved. For the second we note that since L C K and
RH + [H, fz] + pz is ¿-invariant, px is also L-invariant. Next we show that

(1)

[H,fz]+pz

= {Z - rZ:Z

G (ker ad X)ev}.

We recall that g is an algebra of real rank 1 and therefore gz is generated
by elements of the form v4 + v0 + v_4 and v2 + v_2 where v2 and v4
centralize ad X. If v2 + v_2 G ïz or v4 + v0 + v_4 G fz then [H, v2 + v_2]
= 2v2 - 2v_2 and [//, v4 + v0 + v_4] = 4v4 — 4v_4 are in p and have the
desired form. The statement follows from these two relations. This also

implies that
(2) px = {Z — tZ:

Z 6g+

and perpendicular

to (ker ad X)ev} where

g+ =2,<0ft.
Let Xx G g+ be such that W = A', - rXx G p,. Then Theorem 8.11.3 in
[14] has as a simple consequence the fact that the group L acts transitively on
the unit sphere of the orthogonal of (ker ad X)ev. Then in view of the
description of px given in (2) we get (RW)L = px.
Proposition 4.3. Let pz be the orthogonal complement of pz in p. Then the
map \p: Kz X R2 —>pz given by i//(m, sx, s2) = (sx W + s2H)m is onto pz.
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Proof. We calculate the differential of ^>.It equals
Z*/w„J2)(Z,

tx, t2) = Ad m(sx[Z,

W] + s2[Z, H] + txW + t2H).

In view of Corollary 4.2 this map is a submersion at any point (m, sx, s2)
where sxs2 ¥= 0. Let ^ be the set of points at which \p is a submersion. Then
6D is dense in Kz X R2 and iK6^) is open in pz. Since Az is a compact group,
<//(ÄTzX R2) is also closed. We now examine the boundary of »f'(6D). It is
contained in RWKz u RHKz which is a union of two submanifolds namely
RxWKz and RxHKz, and (0). If we can show that the two submanifolds have
at least codimension 2 in pz then it follows that \p is onto. Indeed, let

q G pz\\¡/(Kz X R2). Then we can join q to any element of the interior of
\p(Kz X R2) by a curve that does not intersect RWKz u RHKz (see
Proposition 9.4 in [5]). This is a contradiction so pz = ty(Kz X R2).
It remains to show that the boundary has codimension at least 2. By
Corollary 4.2 we have the direct sum decomposition

(1) RH + [H, iz] + pz + px = p.
Consider the case where dim px > 1 first. Then RH + [H, fz] has codimension equal to dim p, so (RxH)Kz has codimension at least 2.
We have the following relations.
(2)BT([W,tz],H)
= 0,
(3)BT([W,ïz],pz)
= 0,
(4)BT([W,lz],W)
= 0.
From (2) we obtain that H is orthogonal to RW + [W, fz]. From relation (3)
and W G px we get

(5)RW + [W,iz]ç[H,îz]

+ px.

In view of R W + [ W, £] = px let [ W, lz]x be the perpendicular complement

of px in RW + [W, fz]. Then [W, fz]A ç [H, fz]. If [W, l^

^ [H, tz] then

we can find an element orthogonal to R W + [ W, fz] and H so the codimension of (RxW)Kz is at least 2.

If on the other hand [W, fz]x = [H, ïz] we have equality in (5). Then
RW + sx[W, fz] = [H, tz] + px for sx ^ 0 so (w, sx, sj G <î>for any 5, ^ 0.
Evidently {0} has codimension at least 2.
Next we consider the case dim p, = 1. Then WL = W and RH + [H, kz]
is the orthogonal of R W + pz in p so if s2 ¥= 0 then (w, s,, J2) G €). Again
{0} has codimension at least 2. The proof is now complete.
We now recall the following result.
Proposition
4.4. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group and let
g = f + p be its Cartan decomposition. Let p' be a linear subspace of p such

that [X, [X, Y]] G p' for any X, Y G p'. Let px be the orthogonal of p' in p.
Then G decomposes topologically into G = K- F- E where F = exp px and

E = exp p'.
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Proof. See [9, Theorem 3, p. 40].
By applying this result to the case considered here we get the following
corollaries.
Corollary

4.5. Let F = exp pz and Sz = exp pz. Then

G = KFSZ = K exp(RW + RH)GZ.
Proof. We note that pz is the p-component of the subalgebra g z so it
satisfies the properties of p' in Proposition 4.4. Thus we can write G = KFSZ.
By Proposition 4.3 p¿ = (RH + RW)Kz so

exp p¿ Ç Kz exp(R# + RW)KZ.

Therefore, G = KKZ exp(R// + RW)KZSZ = K exp(Rtf + RW)GZ.
Corollary

4.6. Let g = su(2, 1),

000
H = 001
010

001
and

W = 000

100

Let A = exp RH and F = exp RW. Then the maps <p„<i>2:
A X F-> exp(R#
+ RW) given by <t>x(e,f) = fef and <t>2(e,f) = efe are isomorphisms.

Proof. This corollary can be regarded as a particular case of Proposition
4.4. We give a sketch of the proof. Theorem 1 on p. 37 in [9] shows that <i>

maps A X F into exp(R# + RW). Let p(t) be a path in exp(Ri/ + RW0
joining the origin to some arbitrary element x. We denote by \x\ the
Riemannian distance between x and the origin under the metric given by

(ds/dif

= Tr(p~lp). Then the proof of Theorem 3 in [9] shows that \efe\ >

sup(|e|, l/l). If ej„en converges to x, \ejnen\ is bounded so |e-J and |/J are
also bounded so e„ has a convergent subsequence and so does /„. Let
e„ -* e G A and/, —»/ G .F. Then efe = x. This shows that the image of </>is
closed. A calculation of the Jacobian of <f>
shows that the image is also open.
The rest of the proof is as in Theorem 1 in [9].
We now put all these results together in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.7. Let G be a real semisimple group of rank one. With notation as

before, G = KA +exp RWGZ. Let L0 be the normalizer ofRW in L. Then the
map V: K/L0 X R+ X Rx X Gz -+ G defined by \¡<(k,sx, s2, m) =
k exp s2H exp sx Wm has finite fiber of constant cardinality.

Proof. Let x G G be such that x = ks where k G K, s G S and S =
exp p. Let x = kxzm be the decomposition in Corollary 4.5. By the remark at
the end of §3 we may assume that the Lie triple {X, H, Y} and W are
contained in a r-invariant subalgebra isomorphic to su(2, 1). Let K' be the
maximal compact subgroup of SU(2, 1) and Gz be the centralizer of Z0 in
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SU(2, 1). In this case, Gz¡¡is compact. We can then write

G = (K/K')K'

cxp(RH + R*F)GZo(GZo\ GZq)

= (A/^)SU(2)l)(GZo\GZo).
In view of this decomposition it is enough to show the result for SU(2, 1).
Assume that x G SU(2, 1). Then r(x) = ks~l and t(x)~xx = s2. Since in this
case Gz = Kz , pz = p. Therefore, by Proposition 4.3, i2 can be conjugated

into cxp(RH + RW). Let m G Gz and Z G exp(R# + RW) be such that
s = m ~ lzm. By Corollary 4.6 we can write z2 = fe2f with e E A and / G
exp R W. Then xm ~ xf~ xe" ' G K since
r(xm~xf~xe~x)

= r(x)m~xfe

= ks~xm~xfe = km~xz~xfe

= km~xz~xz2f~xe~x

= ksm~xf~xe~x

= xm~xf~xe~x.

Let k' = xm~xf~xe~x. Then x = k'efm so G = &4exp RITGZ.
Suppose that x = kxexfxmx = k2e2f2m2. Then t(x)_1x

m{xf2ejf2m2. By Corollary 4.6, Z^2/, and/2e|/2

= mxxfxe\fxmx =

are elements of exp(R// +

R^) so we have to investigate the relationship (txW + t2H)m = sxW + s2H
where /, and t2 are nonzero. Due to the proof of Proposition 4.3, (txW+
t2H)Kz is transverse to RH + RW (tx and t2 are fixed) since [W, tz] and
[H, fz] are both orthogonal to RH + RW.
This also implies that the intersection has dimension 0. Since Kz is
compact, (/, W + t2H)Kz n (RH + R W) is a finite set. We have to show that
it has constant cardinality and also compute the dimension of the centralizer
of /, W + t2H in Kz. Let £$ be the Lie algebra of L0. There are two cases.
Case I. ad H has odd eigenvalues. In this case Kz leaves px invariant since
fz C gev while p, is generated by elements of the form Xx — tXx where
Xx G gev. Let m G Kz. If (txW + t2H)m = sxW + s2H then txWm = sxW
and t2Hm = s2H. This implies that the connected component of the centralizer of txW + t2H is contained in L0. Since L acts transitively on the unit
sphere in g we can find / G L such that W' = - W. Then (f, W + t2H)' =

(-/,fr+

i2#). Also
card{(txW + t2H)Kz n (RW + RH)}
= ciLTd{(-txW-

t2H)Kz n (RH^ + R7/)).

Since the map <f>:Kz X (R*)2 -» p¿ is a submersion, $ has constant fibers on
each connected component of (Rx)2.
Case II. ad H has even eigenvalues only. We calculate the dimension of

K/LQX A X exp R W X Gz. We already know that the map <j>is a
submersion. We then have the following relations
(1) dim f = dim g0 — 1 + dim g2 + dim g4,
(2) dim gz = dim g0,
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(3) dim £ - dim £„ = dim p, - 1,
(4) dim p, + dim pz -I-dim[H, fz] + 1 = dim p = dim g2 + dim g4 + 1,
(5) dim[H, iz] = dim fz - dim £.
Then relations (3), (4) and (5) give
dim £q = dim £ - dim p, + 1 = dim g0 - dim g2 - dim g4 + 1
so

dim î — dim £q + 2 + dim gz = dim g0 + 2 dim g2 + 2 dim g4 = n.
To show that the fiber has constant cardinality we make use of the fact that
the map <j>mentioned in Case I is a submersion so its fiber has constant
cardinality on connected components of (R*)2, and the relation

c&rd((-txW-

hH)1*) = caxd((txW + ^H)1«).

Let X2 = [Xv X] G g4 where Xx - tXx = W. Then X2 # 0 and there is /
centralizing X2 and H (by Theorem 8.11.3 in [14]) such that X1 = — X. But
then W' = - W. Let (txW + t2H)m = 5,^-1- s2H where m G L0. Then
/ ~ xml G L0 and
(-txW+

t2H)'~lm'=(txW+

t2H)m'=(sxW+

s2H)'=

-sxW+

s2H.

Thus the fiber has constant cardinality. The proof of the proposition
complete once we note that in su(2, 1) the element

-10
0-1
0

is

0
0 GL0
0+1

maps H into —H.
We now derive an integration formula corresponding to the decomposition

in Theorem 4.7.
Proposition

4.8. Let «p: K/L0 X A+ X expRW X Gz ^ G be the map

given by $(k, a, w, m) = kawm. Let g(tx, t2) = |det Lhpk¡a¡Wtm\
where k G

K/L0, a = exp t2H, w = exp /, W and m G Gz. Let cZ(¡be the cardinality of
the fiber of\p at any point where tx, t2 ¥= 0. Then

[

jg/gz„
'G/GZo

f(Z¿ )dx = ^- f

cZn JK/Lo.
Jk/lJa
CZo

f [ g(tx,t2)f(Z>T) dtxdadk.
+ Jr

Furthermore g(tx, t^ = |det <#>|
where 4>is the linear map

<Í>(Z,,s2, sx, Z2) = Ad a~xZx + s2H + sxW + Ad w~xZ2
for Z, G f/£o, Z2 G gz.
Proof. In order to establish the integral formula it is enough to calculate
the pullback under \p of the Haar measure dx of G.
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By Theorem 4.7, K/L0X A+ X exp R*W X Gz is a covering space of an
open dense subspace of G and the fiber has constant cardinality. Then the
following formula holds for any/ G CC°°(G).

[ f(x) dx = — f
JG

f if

f(kawm)Jk

dk da dwdm

CZ0 JK/L0JA*J9.JGZ

where J is the Jacobian. Due to the fact that the measures involved are all left
and right invariant we can express Jk¡a<Wtm
as a function of a and w alone. We
get
Wk,a,„,m(zi>s2,sx,Z2)

= I£,4Ad(in-Iw-Ia-,)ZI
+ s2Ad(m'xw-x)H

+ sxAd(m~x)W + Z2)

where L* is the differential of left multiplication by g. By using the fact that
dx is left invariant and that |det Ad x\ = 1 for any jc G G and |detfe Ad(wi)|
= 1 for any m G Gz we get \Jk¡a,w>m\
= |det(Ada_1Z, + s2H + sxW+
Ad wZ^I. This is exactly the expression for |det <p| in the statement of the
proposition. The integral formula now follows from the normalization of the
measures so that dx = dG/Gzx* • dGx.
5. The orbit of the nilpotent element X. We now find a decomposition and
an integral formula similar to Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.8 for a nilpotent
element X. Let {X, H, Y} be a Lie triple as before.
Lemma 5.1. Let NQ = CentArAr. If Gx is the centralizer of X in G then
Gx = LN0. Furthermore, if y G Gx is semisimple then y can be conjugated into
L by some element in N0.

Proof. From representation theory of sl(2, Q it follows that CentgA' = £
+ n0 where xIqis the Lie algebra of N0. Let>> G G be such that Xy = X. Then
Hy - H G CentgA'. Therefore, Hy = H + m0 + n0 where m0 G £ is semisimple and «6%
For any invariant polynomial p we have the relation
p(H) = p(Hy) = p(H + w0 + n0) = p(H + m0). But ad m0 has imaginary
eigenvalues and [H, m^] = 0. It follows that m0 = 0. By a well-known argument, H + n0 = H"> for some nx G JV0.Thus Hy = H"> so ynxx G CerùGH
n CentgZ = L. This establishes the decomposition Gx = LN0.
Let now y G Gx be semisimple. Ad>> normalizes ^V0so

rto = Im(-Ad.y + 1) ©ker(-Ad>> + 1).
Then Hy = H + Z0 + Z, where Z0 = (-Ad.y + 1)Z2 and (-Ad>> + 1)Z,
= 0. Then
(H + Z2f=

H + Z0 + Z, + Zy2= H + Z2 + Z,
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so that

(Ady - \f(H + Z2) = (Ady - 1)Z, = 0.
Since Ady - 1 is semisimple (Ad.y - 1)(¿/ + Z2) = 0. As H + Z2 = H" for
some n G N0 it follows that H" = H + Z2 = (H + Ztf = H^ or nyn~x G
CentGH n CentcZ = L.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.2. Let % be the Lie algebra of N0 and nx its orthogonal complement

in n. If Nx = exp nx then N = NXN0and G = K/LANXGX.
Proof. Let n(k) = 2(>A. g,. Then n(Ar)is an ideal in n, n(fc)D n(*+1) and
n(1) = n. Furthermore, since ad Hriç Ç riç and ad i/n, Ç n, we can decom-

pose nw into n(A)= nw nti„ + nw nn,. Thus Lemma 1 on p. 736 in [4a]
applies so TV= NXN0.To show that this decomposition is unique it is enough
to show that, if exp X2 = exp(-Xx)exp

Yx where X2 G iíq and Xx, Yx G ni,

then X2 = 0. The Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula states that
log[exp(-^,)exP

1^1] = -*i

+ Yi +ï[-^i.

+ 1L[-X1,[-^,y1]]

yi]
+ ---.

Suppose that A'j = Z + X{ where Jf,' = n(i+1) and Yx = Z + K,' where y,' G
n(í+1).Then [Xx, Yx]= [Z, Y{] + [X'x,Z] + [X{, Y'x]G n(í+2).Therefore
log[exp(-Xx

)exp Yx] = Y'x- X[ (mod n(2+i)).

On the other hand log[exp( —A^exp Yx] = X2 (mod n(î+2)) which is possible
only if X[ = Y{ mod n(î+2) and X2 = 0 mod n(i+2). A simple induction
argument then shows that X2 = 0. The Iwasawa decomposition transforms
into

G = KAN = KANXN0 = K/L LANXN0 =K/L

ANXLN0 = K/L ANXGX

and the proof is complete.
Remark. The previous two lemmas are true for G of arbitrary rank with
minor modifications.
In accordance with §4 let W = Xx — tXx where Xx G n.
Proposition
5.3. Let G be a semisimple Lie group of real rank one. Then
G = KAexp RXXGX and the decomposition is unique up to L0 = ~NonaL{RXx}
= NoTmL{RW}.

Proof. By the proof of Corollary 4.2 we know that n, = (RXX)L so
N| = (exp R WX)L.We substitute this into the decomposition of Lemma 5.2.
G = K/LA(exp

RXX)LGX = KAexp RXXGX.
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Suppose kxaxexp txXxlxnx = k2a2exp t2Xxl2n2. Then
kxlxax exp r,J|f1,,~», = A;2/2a2exp t2X'x2 n2.

Since this decomposition is unique, ax = a2, kxlx = k2l2, exp txXlx' =
exp t2X(r' or (txXx)''~''2 = /2A", and n, = n2. Thus Z,/^1 G Norm^íRW,) so
k2xkx G NormL(RA",). Thus the decomposition G = K/LqA exp f^G^
is
unique.

Proposition 5.4. Let p(H) = ¿tr ad H\n. Then

[

f(Xx ) dx = f

JG/GX

f e2i>(,OB
a) f idim"' - xf(XkaexP''*') dr, da dk

JK/L0JA

JR

for any f G C?(g).
Proof.

Let \f/: K/L0 X A X exp tx W X Gx -» G be the map given by

\p(k, a, w, m) = kawm where w = exp txXx and m G Gx.
As in Proposition 4.8 we have to calculate the pullback under $ of the Haar
measure dx of G. The map \p is an isomorphism so for any/ G CCX(G),

f f(x) dx= f
JG

[ [ [ f(kawm)Jkawmdk da dtx dm

JK/L0JAJRJGX

where / is the Jacobian. We obtain the formula
^*>a,w,m(21,J2,J„Z2)

= Lk*m:m(Ad(m-xw-xa-x)Zx

+ s2Ad(m'xw~x)H
By using the fact that Gx is unimodular
Proposition 4.8 implies
A,a.w,m =|det(Ad

a~%

+ sxAd(m~x)Xx + Z2).

the same argument

as in

+ s2H + sxXx + Ad wZ2)\.

We observe that

Ad w = e''adx< = I + i,ad Xx + i2(ad Xxf/2

+ ■ ■■

so in view of the fact that Xx is nilpotent, we have

(1) Ad wig, = id,
(2) Ad wZ2 = Z2 + tx[Z2, Xx] + higher order terms (Z2 G £/£,,),
(3) Ad wZ2 = Z2 + higher order terms if Z2 G tir,.
Then Ad w maps £ + xIq into £ 4- n and is given by upper triangular
matrices.
On the other hand í has a basis formed by vectors Z + tZ where Z G n
and vectors Z' G Cent,//. Also the map Z2 -» [Z2, A',] is onto the orthogonal
complement of A", in n,. By putting all these facts together we can calculate
the determinant of £ty. It equals ffm ".-'e^dog«) where the power of /, comes
from relation (2) and e2p(loga) comes from the action Ad a ~x on f.
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Finally the formula in the proposition is a consequence of the normalization of the measures so that dx = dG,G xdxx*.

6. The relationship between the unipotent and semisimple integrals. We use
the same notation as before. Let GZo= CentGZ0 and Gx = CentGA\ The goal
of this section is to prove the formula in Theorem 6.5.
By Remark 3.3 we may assume that X, H, Y,W G su(2, 1) C g. According
to the nature of the eigenvalues of ad H there are two cases.
Case I. ad H has even eigenvalues only. This is a special case of some
results on even nilpotent elements of R. Rao. We give an independent
argument. We may set

X=

0
-i
+i

0
H = 0

-i
0
0

0
y = -i
-/

-i
0
0

0
0-2

i
0
0

0

0 1
0 0
1 0 0

0
and

0-2

-i
0
0

W= 0

0

We obtain the following relation
7exp(,W

2 sinh 2tx

0

0

0

0

2 cosh 2i,

0

—2 sinh 2tx

•

—2 cosh 2tx

Then
Z(exp,,w = cosh 2tiz0 + sinh 2txX0 + sinh 2i,(A"2 - tA~2),

(1)

where
*o =

2;
0
0

0
-i
0

0
0
-/

is in g0 and

*2

=

0
0
0

0

-i/2
-i/2

0
i/2
i/2

is in g4. Then
tZ^p''w

= cosh 2tx(X - t2Y) + t sinh 2txX0
expBH

+ sinh 2txÍ - X2 - t\X2)
where 9 = \ log t.

(2)
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In the notation of Proposition 4.8 we consider
Jr

oo r oo

j

g(tx,t2)f(tZg»)dtxdt2

(3)

o •'o
and by using relations (1) and (2) we make the change of variables t\ = t2 +
0 and t\ = tx/t. The integral transforms into
Jr oo roo
0

I

•/(l/2)log;

tg(ttx,t2-9)f(t,tx,t2)dtxdt2

(4)

where
(i

\ exp hH

j sinh2«,A-2+ ZMiJ

.

(5)

The term Ztt is equal to
ZWi = cosh 2ttxX + t sinh 2Zi1A'0- t2 cosh 2ff, y - t3 sinh 2tf ,tA"2.
Lemma 6.1. The function f(t, tx, t2) has compact support in tx and t2 > 0

independent of t.
Proof. From formula (2) we see that Z,, is orthogonal to A"2with respect
to - BT. Then
11/ i

\ e*phH\2

Í - sinh 2H,A-2+ Z,(] I

1

-,

-,

> e8'2 \ (sinh 2«,)2||Ar2||2.

(6)

Since ((ttx)~ ' sinh 2ttx)2 > C > 0 for any t and tx we can write
. expt2H
11/1
\e
I - sinh 2ttxX2+ Zth J

2

> Cz2e8'2

(7)

for any t. Since/has compact support, the proof is complete.
We rewrite the integral in (3) as

t(°° f
J0

-/(l/2)logf

g(ttx, t2 - 0)f(t, tx, t2) dtx dt2

+ t[°° fXg("u h - 6)f(t, tx,t2) dtxdt2.
Lemma 6.2. Let r = dim Cent X and n —dim g. Then
2p(H) = n - r + 2(dim £ - dim £0 + l) = n-r
Proof.

(8)

+ 2 dim p,.

We have 2p(H) = 2 dim g2 + 4 dim g4. Since the map ad W:

£ -» p, is onto the orthogonal complement of W we get

dim £ - dim £0 + 1 = dim p,.
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Also
n = dim g0 + 2(dim g2 + dim g4),

r = dim £ + dim g2 - dim p, + dim g4 = dim g0 and
dim g4 = dim p,
since ad A":g2 -» g4 is onto and ad H is even. Thus

n - r + 2 dim p, = dim g0 + 2(dim g2 + dim g4) - dim g0 + 2 dim p,
= 2 dim g2 + 4 dim g4
and the proof of the lemma is complete.

Proposition 6.3. For any f G Cc(g),
lim f("-'V2 [
t^O*

f(tZ¿ )dx = cx[

JG/GZ„

f(Xx ) dx

JG/Gx

where cx depends only on the conjugacy class of X.

Proof. We note that in formula (3) g ^ 0 so we may replace g by det <j>
where <¡>has the expression given in Proposition 4.8. The same holds for
formula (8). We note that
limi - sinh 2«,A"2 + cosh 2ttxX + Z't\

= X + 2txX2 = Xexp,'x'

where A",is defined by A", — rXx = W, Xx G g2 and
Z'«.'i= Z,,«.'i—cosh 2tt,X.
i
We then have to calculate \im,^0+t(n'r)/2+xg(ttx, t2 - 9). We choose a
basis of f/£o consisting of X¡ + tX¡ and Yp where A, G g, with / > 0 and
Yj G £ orthogonal to £q. For gz we choose an orthogonal basis consisting of
Yj and Zk where Yj are as before. Then
t<»-r)/2+xg(ttx,t2-9)

= /("-'-)/2+1det (e-uHi/2X¡ + euH-t/2rXt, Yp H, W, Ad wYp Ad wZk)

= /f^^-'det

I

e-"H% + eu*rX¡,YpH, W,-

Ad wY:- Y,

\
, Ad wZk

by using the formula for n — r in Lemma 6.2. Since w = exp ttx W,

Ad wYj-Y,
lim-J-=\w,Yi].

t^o*

ttx

L

Jl

Thus
lim t(n-r)/2+xg(ttx,t2-

9)

= ifmp'-'e2'^(,/)det(TA",.,YpH, W, [ W, Yj], Zk)
= const tdimV'-xe2'^H).
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Since /(/, tx, t2) has compact support in tx and t2 > 0 independent of t, the
second integral in (8) converges to
J(* OO/*OO
j eMloga)tdimPl-lf(XexpliXt
0

) d(i d(2

•'O

by the dominated convergence theorem. For the term for which t2 < 0, we
expand the determinant into powers of e'2. For positive powers of e'2 we get
terms of the form e/'2í(2p(/í)~yV2where 0 </ < 2p(H). All these terms are
absolutely integrable on (— oo, 0) so we may take the limit inside the integral
sign. All terms that have/ < 2p(H) converge to 0 while for/ = 2p(H) we get
ez>2P(H)tdimP¡-iáei(TX^

y., H, W, [W, Yj], Zk).

For strictly negative powers of e'2 we make a change of variables u = t2 —
log /. The integral becomes a sum of terms
roo

roo

J0 /_(

¿dim/;, - \eJut(2l>(H)+j)/2
l/2)logf

/ .
Ad wY: - y
• det X„ Yj, H, W, -^, Ad wZk )/ (t, tx, t2) dtx dt2

where A, are either A, or rX¡. Since / < 0, e7" is absolutely integrable and
/(/, tx, t2) is bounded in the interval (0, oo), all the terms converge to 0 (we
note that - {- log t -^ + oo).

Finally the term for/ = 0 can be estimated by

tP(H)f °° r°

nut

ti) dti < ap(*)|log ,|.

■'0 •/-(l/2)log(

Since p(H) > 1 this term also converges to 0.
Putting all these facts together we get the formula

hm &-V2 r

f-»0+

^o

=

//•
•'O

rg(tx, t2)f(tzg» ) dtxdt2

•'o

OO /• OO

/

^pOog^^imp.-y^exp/,^,^^^

(9)

■'-oo

In Proposition 4.8 we can split the right-hand side of the formula into a
sum of two integrals each of which converges to the corresponding expression

to the right-hand side of (9). We thus get
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f(tZ¿)dx
jg/gZo

= — f

f f e2pa°s°)tf>*p>-iftxkm
) dtxdt2

cz0 jk/l0jaJr

= cxf

f(Xx)dx

JG/GX

and cx = const/cZo and Z0 depend only on the conjugacy class of X by

Proposition 3.1.
This completes Case I.
Case II. ad H has even as well as odd eigenvalues. We can identify X, H,

Y,W G su(2, 1) ç g with

0
i/2
i/2

X=

0
0
0
i/2 , Y = 0 +i/2
0 + i/2
-i/2
0
0
0
H = 0
0-1
0-1
0

0

-i/2
- i/2

and

0 0
W= 0 0
1 0

1
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
-i

Then
Z0 =

0
i
0

Let w = exp /, W and a = exp t2H. Then we have the relation

sinh2 i,
7» = *; 0
^o
sinh tx cosh i,

0

- sinh tx cosh tx

1 0
0

(10)

- cosh r,

Then
exp»//

/ 1 + cosh2 r, \
f¿-0

—

(-2-p-iy)

+ ZM,

(H)

where Ö = | log í and
ZWi = - \ sinh 2i1(/1/2Ar1 + trXx)+\t

ùrùv2txXQ.

(12)
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Here A", G g, and X0 G g0 are given by

0
i/2
- i/2

i/2
0
0

i/2
0
0

2/
0
0
O-i
0
*o =
0
O-i

From formula (12) we see that ZM -» 0 when í -» 0.
In the notation of Proposition 4.8 we consider

rrg(tx,t2)f(tzz»)dtxdt2

(13)

By using relations (10) and (11) we make the change of variables t2 = t2 +
9. The integral in (12) becomes

f" /""

J0

g{tx,h-

•/(l/2)logf

9)f(t,tx,t2)dtxdt2

(14)

where
1 + cosh2?,

f{t, h, t2) = f\

Lemma 6.4. The function f(t,tx,

..f

(A" - t2Y) + Z,

(15)

t2) has compact support in tx and t2 > 0

independent of t.
Proof. Since X is orthogonal to Y and Z,, we have the relation
exp t2H

7 1 + cosh2/, \

I 1 + cosh2*, \

(X - t2Y) + Zt.

(-2—-

A

,

j '4'2U*1I
(16)

The statement in the lemma now follows from inequality (16) and the fact
that/has compact support.
We rewrite the integral in (14) as
Jr oo rv
/
0

•/(l/2)logf

g(tx,t2-9)f(t,tx,t2)dtxdt2
roo

+

Jo

roo

/

Jo

g(tx,t2-

9)f(t,tx,t2)dtxdt2
\

(17)

Lemma 6.5. Let r = dim CentgA"and n = dim g. Then
2p(H) = n-

r.

(18)
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Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the relations

2p(H) = dim g, + 2 dim g2,
n = dim g0 + 2 dim g, + 2 dim g2,
r = dim £ + dim g, + dim g2, and
dim g0 - dim £ = dim g2.

Proposition 6.6. Letf G Cc°°(g). Then
lim t(n-r)/2Í
'^0+

f(tZ¡*)dx

= cx(

JG/GZo

f(Xx)dx

(19)

->G/GX

and cx depends only on the conjugacy class of X in g.

Proof. We note that in formula (17) g ^ o over the range of the integral as
we may take ± det $ in the notation of Proposition 4.8. From formula (11) we
conclude that
1 + cosh2i, \

,

t2Y) + Zt,

)"

1 + cosh2?,

:-=-!■

Xa.

>-

As in Case I we select a basis of f / £q consisting of vectors X¡ + tX¡ and Yj
where A, G g, with / > 0 and yy G £ orthogonal to £<,. For gz we select a
basis consisting of Yj and Zk. Then
t<"-r)/2g(tx,t2-9)

= t("-r)/2àtX{e~i,Ht/% + euH-i/2rX¡, Yp H, W, Ad wYp Ad wZk)

= det^-'VA-, + e"*rX¡,YpH, W, Ad wYpAdwZk)
by multiplying the t inside the determinant.
expression converges to

Using formula

e2p(ioga)c^|) = e2p(ioga)det(TA^ jrj H w Ad wYjt Ad wZk).

(20)
(18) this
(21)

Due to Lemma 6.4 we can use the dominated convergence for the second
term in (17). Its limit is
roo roo

,

/ 1 + COSh2f,

\

For the first term in (17) we expand in powers of e'2. For 0 < / < 2p(H) we
get e"2/(2p(//)-yV2det(A;„Yp H, W, ad wYp Ad wZk) where X¡ is either X, or
rX¡. Then eJ'2f(t, tx, t2) is bounded by an absolutely integrable function for
any tx and t2 so we can use the bounded convergence theorem for each term.
Only the term for/ = 2p(H) contributes anything. We get
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r°° r°

J

J

-, t,

■>

/ 1 + cosh2/,

e2p(loga)c(fi)/ -_-L

\

Xa dtx dt

For —2p(H) < j < 0 we make the change of variables u = t2 —log t. The
integrals transform into
/;/:

ejut(2p(H)+j)/2

(l/2)logr

•det(*,, Yj,H, W, Ad wYj,Ad Z*)/ (t, tx, u) dtx dt2
where X¡ is either A, or tX¡ and /(/, /,, «) = /(/, f„ « + log t) is a bounded
function in (/, /,, u). We can apply the bounded convergence theorem. Since
- j log t —>+ oo the limit of any of these integrals is 0. Remains to consider
the case/ = 0. The same argument as in Case I applies. We have obtained the
formula

Hm í(--')/2 r

r->0+

J(¡

rg(tx, t2)f(tz™ ) dtxdt2

•'0

roo roo

, „

,

/ 1 + COSh2í,

\

= /o / j2*°*a)c(ti)f[-2-lx)dtidt2-

(22)

We make the change of variables t' = t + j log((l + cosh2i,)/2) in the
right-hand side of (22) to get

I" 77,-CÜ'w^<*> dtxF eWo%a)f(Xa
) dhJo

((1 + cosh2?,)/2)

•'-«=

(23)

The proof of the proposition is completed in the same manner as in Case I.
We now put these results together in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.7. Letf G CC°°(G).Then

lim t("-r)/2[
'-+0+

JG/GZo

f(zx)dx

= cxf

f(ux)dx

where u = exp X, z, — exp tZ0, r = dim Cent^A" and
arbitrary Lie triple.

Proof. Let 0={ZGg:adZ

(24)

Jg/Gu

{X, H, Y} is an

has eigenvalues X with |Im X| < 7r}. It is

well known that the map exp: 0 —>G is a diffeomorphism onto an open set
9. If u = exp X and z, = exp tZ0 then u and zt axe contained in ^P for / small
enough. In addition, 0 and <$ are invariant by the adjoint action so the orbits
of u and zt are contained in 9. Without loss of generality we may assume
that supp / Ç 9. Let F = / ° exp. If F does not have compact support we
can always find Fx with support in a set 0^ such that
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(1) ef Q 0 and supp/ ç exp 6f,

(2) Fx G Cr(g),
(3)F,|e/ = /°exp.
By applying Propositions 6.3 or 6.6 to F, and {X, H, Y} we get

lim ,<"-'>/* f
,^0+

F, (/Z£ )dx = cx[

JG/GZo

Fx (Xx ) dx.

JG/GX

We now note that Gx = G„ and Gz¡¡ = GZ( for í small enough. The first
statement follows from Lemma 5.1. If t is small enough the eigenvalues of tZ0
have absolute value less than -u. Then Centc/Z0 = CentGz, is a connected
group. Thus we can write

lim í<"-'V2 f
t^0+

f(zx) dx = cx[

JG/GZa

f(ux) dx

JG/GU

and the proof is complete.
We rewrite this formula in terms of the distribution <&fdefined in §1.
Corollary

6.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.7 let p = r — s where

s = dim CentgH. Then

(v Í )]
*?(Z';^.) = *?(1;^
' I/-0

) = *,/
A«*)*•
JG/GU

Proof. Fix a connected component B+ Ç B' such that z, G cl(Ä+). By the
work of Harish-Chandra it is known that $f(z,; ü>z) is well defined independent of B +. By Lemma 2.7 applied to y = zt we get

*?(z,; c5Zo)= *,f

/(z*)dx

•/G/GZo

where

^ = ^-p(^)

n &(z,)-i).

Then

Um t'-^kr^fiz,;

¿3Zo)= cXfGQ/(»*) dx

by Theorem 6.7. Since [Pg/Zo] = (n ~ s)/2 we can write

lim /<"-'>/V' - t-

'-0

^

II

i".«

ß(Z0)~l.

Thus, since <ï>*is a Schwartz function, we can write
lim t~p$? (z,; w7 ) = const

,^0+

f\

»

z«J

|

Jg/gu

f(ux)dx.
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The proof will be complete if we show that

Km (p\ )t-"^{zt; <3ZJ= Urn *f (z,; ¡¿zZg )

= *f(UüzZS)

= (ft)P\t=0<!>?{zt;üZo).

This is a consequence of the elementary Lemma 6.9. Putting
coefficients together we get the following expression for cu.

cu = (p\)dzcx

TI

all the

(ß,Z0).

(25)

ß£pg/z0

Lemma 6.9. Let F G C °°(0, e] be such that for any integer k, D,kF has a limit
when t —>0 (Dt = d/dt).
Then if liml^0+t~pF(t) exists, it equals

(pl)-xDfF(0).
Proof. Extend F to a Cp+2 function on (-e, e). The Taylor series
expansion of F is

F(t) = F(0)+ ^yp' + ■■■+ F°70) t>+ 0(tp+x).
If \iml^0t~pF(t) exists, then it is clear that

F(0) = • • • = F^-'XO) = Oand lim+t~pF(t) = (p\ yxDpF(0).
7. The Fourier transform of the unipotent integral. In this section we
calculate the Fourier transform of the distribution Tu(f) for u G G. This will
be done by using the results in §6 and [13].
We use the notation in §2. In order to use the results in [12] we explain the
relevant notation used there. Let B be the compact CSG. Then AK =
Z(A)A% where A\ is the connected component of AK and Z(A) = {1, v}
where v = exp(V — 1 wHa) = exp(w(£a

— E_a)).

We let b2 = R(Ea — E_a) and b, its orthogonal complement in b. Let Bx
and B2 be the corresponding subgroups. Let now Z G b and z = exp Z. Set

Pz as in §2, Lemma 2.7. Let WZ(G,B) be the subgroup of W(G, B) generated
by the compact roots in Pz. Choose wx = \, . . . ,wn such that
N

W(G,B)=

U W2(G, B)w¡ (disjoint union).
i= i
Then if w G W(G, B), w = w2w¡.Moreover
w~xz = z,(w,.)z2(w,.),

z, G Bx, z2 G B2.

Since this decomposition is unique only up to (1, v} we normalize z2 such

that
z2(w,) = exp 9W¡(Ea - E_a ),

- it/2

< 9W¡< m/2.
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We will take Z = tZ0 for / small enough so that Pz and Pz are identical.
We define the functions

Fx*(w: v. z)=77^z){e^/2(w^(z)f^x'/2
=

e + ™/\

- e*"'2«(z))"^'"/2)

V-l
exp (logx H-~-

-e±^/2exp

v . -w
a, w 'Z

)'

Mlogx

1v

q, w XZ

G; (w: v. z) = ±wX(z){e^2(w^(z))V^r/2

+ e-/2K;(z))-V-"/2}

= ± je-- /2ilogx+

V^îyâ,w-|z)
+ e ^^(logx-^-^q^-z)

Let /• = [P], /-z= [PJ and r, = [P,]. We also define A¡¿ = (x: x(f) - ±1}
and e(x) = sgn ]JaePi (log x, q).
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem

7.1. Let u = exp X be unipotent. Then the distribution cuTu(f)

equals
(-i)r+rz°

2

n (M./3)[(f,Z0)]^(/)
ß^Pz,

¡iBLB

+ (\f^l

x

/4)(-\y[WZo(G,B)]/[W(G,A)}

2

2

*(X)

det(w,)f +0CT^"\f)\F; (w,: r: 1; ¿ôzZ5)/sinh(^/2)l dv

10<9.i<tt/2

+

2

det(vV,)/"+ 0°7'<^)(/)['':'x"(w':'':

1;"zoZ0/sinh(TO/2)]d"

-ît/2<0h.<O

J

+ (\^T/4)(-l)r'[^Zo(G;fi)]/[W(G^)]

2 *(x)
xe-4*

x

2
/

det(»v,.)( + COT'<X'"(/)rGx+
(*,: *: 1; üz Z£ )/cosh(W/2)l

IV,

^ - QO

L

dv
J

( 0<e^<Tr/2

+

2
-ir/2<«H.<0

det(W,)/" + 0°r^''>(/)[Gx- (w,.:v. 1; ¿3ZZ£)/cosh(™/2) 1 *(.
)
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Proof. This formula follows immediately by applying Theorem 6.7 to
Theorems 3.19 and 5.21 in [13], substituting .y = z, = exp tZ0 and differentiating. Lemma 68 on p. 315 in [5c] for the discrete series part and the form of
T(x'") given in [13] can be used to justify term by term differentiation.
The formulas for F¿ and G * occurring in the statement are given below

Ff (w: v. 1; üz Zp ) = c,^-/2i(loi^

+ ^HÎZ ¿, w-iZqjj

-c2e±-/2i(logx-^^«,w-'Z0)|

G~ (w: v. 1; ÜZZP) = Le*™/2

(log x + ^^

«, w~xZ0j

+ c2e±™Mllogx-^Y-L «,»>-%)
where
C\ =
ß&p.

Remark. These formulas become simpler when Z0 is regular, i.e. g =
sl(2, R) or g = su(2, 1) as Theorem 3.19 in [13] suggests. Similar formulas for
u G G arbitrary were calculated in [2] using Jordan decomposition.
8. The constant cu. In this section we evaluate the constant cu relevant to the
calculations in [10]. In view of this we note that if the discrete series part of
the distribution Tu(f) is ^,a(n)9li(f) then up to a constant factor,

a(ix)= (77z~0)pII (ti,ß)/ LT (ß,Z0).
ß<EPZo

ß^Pg/Zo

Lemma 8.1. Suppose that there is an element x G G such that Xx = — X.
Then the discrete series part in Theorem 7.1 is equal to zero.

Proof. If Xx = - X then there is w G W(G, B) such that Z% = - Z0 by
the results in §3. Furthermore we must have dim g2 > 1. By the formulas for
0Min [12] we know that 0 = e(w)9pL.Both 9^ and 9W¡¡occur in the sum. We
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compute a(w(i). We have

a(wp.)= (^¡¡~Z~0)" II (wfrß)/
ß£Pz„

Il

(ß,Z0)

ßePg/Zo

= (-\)peZo(^)(7¡7zo)p n (fi,ß)/
ßepZo

n

(ß,z0)

ßePg/Zo

= (-l)'ez»ö(iO
where eZo(w) is the number of roots in Pz¡¡ mapped into - PZo by w. We recall
that/? = (r — s)/2 also equals \ dim g,. Assume/» > 0. We will show that/?
is even or equivalently that dim g, = 0 (mod 4). We recall that the complexification of g, is generated by root vectors of roots q, such that ax(H) =
1. Then aax =/=q, and oax(H) = 1. Since dim g2 > 1 let ß G P be a root such
that ß =£ a and ß(H) = 2. By Lemma 2.4 either ß — <xxor ß — aax is a root,
say ß — q, = /?, is a root. Clearly ß — aax cannot also be a root since
otherwise either (ß — q,) — (ß — aq,) = aq, — q, or (ß — ax) — a(ß —
aax) = ß — aß would be a root. Thus P, splits into disjoint sets of the form
{q„ aq,, /?„ a/?,}. Thus [P,] = 0 (mod 4). Therefore a(w[i) = ez<¡(w)a(n). Finally we show that ez(w)e(w) = — 1. We may assume that x is such that
Xx = - X, Yx ■■-y
and Hx = H. Let m = CentKH and mZo = CentmZ0.
Then mz = mZo is a compact subalgebra containing aK as a Cartan subalgebra. Thus we may replace x with w G: W(G, B) with the same properties. In
addition, we may consider w as an element of W(G,J) as well. But w maps
Z0 into —Z0 so it maps Pg/Zo into —Pg/Zo- Since [Pg/z0] = dim Si + dûn g2 is
odd and the complement of Pg/Zo m P 1S^z„we nave £(w) = (— l)ez0(w)- This

completes the proof of the lemma.
Thus the only cases when the unipotent orbit has a nontrivial discrete series
contribution is when dim g2 = 1. Then dim g4 = 0 and the only cases are the
groups su(«, 1) for n > 1. The case n = 1 is well known. Thus we assume
dim g, > 0. This is Case II in §6. Let w = exp i, W and X, H, Y, W be as in
that case. From the proof of Proposition 6.6 we have to calculate c(tx) defined
by (20). Let Z, G g~ © £/£q where g" = 2,<0g' and Z2 G gz. Then we
have to evaluate the determinant of^:g"©£/£oXR2xgz^g
given by
<Í>(Z,,s2, sx, Z2) = Zx~' + s2H + sxW + Z2. By choosing a basis as in Case

II we get é'^'^detÍTA',., YpH, W, Ad wYpAd wZk). We note that gz = £
+ RZ0 in this case. Also W and H are conjugate in su(2, 1) by some element
x = s¿¡ where s- is the reflection in W(G, B) corresponding to a simple root
q, G A(gc,jc). Suppose Efi¡_a¡ G £c is a root vector. Then

wEßl-a, = wEß,-i,

= J¿, exP 'i#J¿,£/3,-¿,

= *«, exP t\HEñ

Thus it is enough to calculate exp txHE¿t¡ since q, and ßx generate a subalgebra isomorphic to su(2, 1). We get cosh txEß - sinh txEaß and s-¡ maps
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them into

cosh tiE^_¿i - sinh txEßi = cosh *,£/,,_„, - sinh tx(Eß] ± E_oßi ).
Furthermore, by relations (10) and (11),

1 + cosh2i,
,
.
,
Zf =-rZ0 - ¿sinh 2tx(Xx + tXx) + \ sinh2*,*,,.
We write
1 + cosh2/,
7» = _I
7+7
^o
2
°

'>'

Substituting into the expression for <¡pwe get
<?2p(,ogfl)det(TAr,.,
Yj, H, W, Ad wak, cosh /,£>,_„,

-siiih
By elementary column operations this reduces to

*,(£,, ±£_<l/}i),Z0"').

2P-le2p(.oga)(sinhii)2P-2deW2i)

where detsu(2,, is the corresponding determinant for g = su(2, 1). But this can
be calculated explicitly and equals sinh 2tx. Thus c(tx) = (sinh t^'hinh
2tx
and the integral to be evaluated is
^-oo (sinh tx)2p~2sihh2tx

2"h ((lT^ÄÖ/27^7 dtl
which is finite since 2p + 2 = 2p(H). We get by setting u = sinh r,
Jr00 (sinh /.) p~ cosh /,

0

/

,-00

dtx= i
sinh2/,

\' + 1

Jo

= 2p-xjœ{v
jx

'

„2*>-i
I.

u2\P+l

dv=2»-x(-\)p-xÇ(\-vy-'v\

up

= 2p-x(-l)p-lB(p-

du

---

•'0

1,4)

where v = 1 + m2/2 in the third equality. Putting these calculations together
we get the following proposition.
Proposition
8.2. In the case when the discrete series contribution of Tu is not
zero, the constant cu can be expressed as

cu = 22p-x(-\)»-xB(p-\,4)czxdZo-(p\)

II

(ß,Z0)
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where cz is defined in Proposition 4.8 and dz in Lemma 2.7.

Proof.

The statement follows easily from the previous calculation and

Corollary 6.8.
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